A common language

Elias Muhanna on the future of Arabic and the myth surrounding its predicted decline r4
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Arabic has never been so alive. It has never been used by so many people in so many different situations.

The communication revolution is making it possible for us to be connected not only via formal Arabic but through satellite television, where one wit flies in the face of 1,200 years of standardization? Perhaps, but as forecast, the fate of Modern Standard Arabic will now depend on the protective vigilance of its traditional champions than on the daily demands placed upon it by hundreds of millions of speakers, readers, and writers. It may, in time, begin to lose and increasingly different from the language preserved in the pages of Ibn Manzur’s Lisan al’Arab. Would it not, though, be a sad day if we were to lose this precious view of Arabic as a single language being revised by modern circumstance?

Traditionally, the use of hubs (standard Arabic) has been confined to the classroom, but revolutions in communications are leading to a new universal form of the language. Getty Images
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